
What is DUE?
9:30am on Monday {1.26} + Tuesday {1.27}
:: Phase two completely DONE; all NINE super well crafted solutions
:: Follow all instructions on the {p1} Cut it Out-phase two handout
:: Label your work on the BACK of each piece
:: We will be installing based on our instructions, at the start of class
:: DO NOT ARRIVE LATE...lateness=a ZERO.

1:30pm on Monday {1.26} + Tuesday {1.27}
:: {p2} Object Study is due in your VJ at 1:30pm. Completed thoughtfully done.
:: Hybrid sketches/notes brainstorms...bring your hybrid object!!!
:: Your POLISHED PROPOSALS should be finalized & ready to be viewed following all 
instructions on the hybrid handout. Please spend time thinking about this & moving beyond your 
first solutions & the most typical solutions! Be innovative. 
:: Have questions about space studio? Email Ron. 

What goes in my Visual Journal? all things STUDIO.
Due Wednesday {1.28} + Thursday {1.29} 
You will be given details/a checklist early next week. Check your SHSU email for details!!
:: Create/add onto your cover & make it uniquely YOU. I just need your name on the front/so I can read it. 
:: Second day/week of WASH notes, sketches, impressions. 
:: What are 5 things that you learned from the sphere critique?
:: Sketches & ideas for upcoming Hybrid project
:: Detailed notes from your habit table team critique, addressing all components on the handout 
:: Explain how you can improve your craft {surface+space}
:: Attach all handouts/notes/things that inspire you/sketches/doodles

What goes in my Impression Journal? all things lecture, reading + research.
:: Reading calendar & artist presentation calendar 
:: Who is your contemporary artist, what are his/her artistic habits? Research!
:: Reading notes/vocabulary notes from all handouts & readings
:: Notes from Friday lectures & guest lectures/visits
:: Your contemporary artist...explore the creative resources tab on our website
:: Research in preparation for your artist presentation

Materials needed ASAP? {being prepared = fun + required}
:: Visual Journal {at Bearkat Books Art Supply}
:: Textbooks {don’t get behind}
:: CARDBOARD!!!  Black sharpies, Ruler, scissors, pencil, BLUE PAINTERS TAPE
:: Box cutters, FRESH blades, exacto knife, Sanding block, binder clips,  & hot glue/glue gun
:: Bring your hybrid object to all studio classes!

Lost? {I know stuff...ask me!!}
:: Email me a process image of your work + I will tell you if you are on the right track
:: Hunt thru our WASH fb page for inspiration {sampling} NOT straight up copying!
:: Contact your table team {stay connected!!!} Missed lecture or studio, get NOTES from them!!!

“To live a creative life, we must lose of fear of being wrong” Joseph Chilton Pearce

shsuWASH.com   {all handouts + resources happen here}
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